
Tokenization
Due to a growing list of reasons, tokenized asset offerings 
are gaining popularity among both investors  and asset 
owners. It is a great opportunity for any business owner to 
capitalize on this explosion in popularity. 
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What is a Security Token Offering?
Simply put, security tokens represent a security investment contract that is recorded on blockchain. Security tokens represent traditional assets, 
meaning the direct ownership in an asset class, such as stocks, bonds, art, fractional ownership in real estate, etc. . They can also represent the 
success of an asset, such as funds.

Benefits of Security Token Offering
Due to a growing list of reasons, Tokenized Asset Offerings are gaining popularity among both investors and asset owners. It is a great opportunity for 
any business owner to capitalize on this explosion in popularity and utilize all the benefits that tokenization has to offer.
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Difference between STO, ICO and Crowdfunding 
Both crowdfunding and ICO & STO strategies are attracting the investors globally! Crowdfunding is subject to national legislation this implies that 
crowdfunding platform cannot look for investors outside the own country of the platform. Besides, crowdfunding is for small project, a prospectus 
cannot be deposited so deal below 8 mln in EU and legislation is different in every country (without an EU prospectus). 



Initial Coin Offering is a means of crowdfunding technique through the creation of digital coins or tokens. ICOs are the typical fundraising strategy 
which is used by the start-ups to showcase their ideas for funds. However, compared to STO, ICOs are unregulated and scams....



Security Token Offering emerged with the motto of making the fundraising process more secure. Security Tokens has an advantage of regulations and 
laws which should be imposed on the project. STO can be used for big, international projects – prospectus can be deposited, and self-issuance 
privilege can be used. Compared to STO, crowdfunding returns are low and it doesn’t really allow to build a diversified portfolio. 



Source: European Digital Assets Exchange

What can be tokenized? 
We can tokenize everything! From traditional assets such as bonds, commodities, venture capital funds and real-estate to exotic assets such as 
artwork, race horses, sports teams and celebrities. The decisive factor is the legal situation in the respective jurisdiction of the issuer, as well as the 
legal and technical structure of the security.The most common use cases of tokenization are real estate and art.

Tokenization with iVE.ONE
iVE.ONE is a web platform for the tokenization and investment of digital assets. The platform enables companies to issue digital securities on 
blockchain and to connect with your investors through our platform who go through an integrated onboarding process where a digital portfolio is 
automatically created and dividends are automatically distributed. iVE.ONE will support the complete technical onboarding process until distribution to 
avoid any complications.
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